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Our debut edition of the Newsletter was a big success and we received lots of accolades from
business leaders and Seed Global. So, am passing on their congratulations & mine. Cheers to the
cumulative successes this network has achieved and all the best for new beginnings.  
Being the editor, I have been a keen observer and cheerleader of the network and have
thoroughly enjoyed weaving the pieces together - celebrating our triumphs and learnings from
setbacks. 
This edition is special because of a heartwarming story from a network member; narrated with
courage and honesty. Asking for help and getting help truly reflects the power of our amazing
Network. This anecdote is also an example of fine leadership and camaraderie at its best.
Lastly, special thanks to the network members who came forth with suggestions for the
newsletter and to the ones who enthusiastically participated in this edition. We also appreciate
the Seed Global Management team for sharing global network news with us.

Hope you enjoy reading this!

Note
from the
Editor
KAMNA HAZRATI, C 1

Soundbyte 
from the
PRESIDENT
NIRMALA SANKARAN, C 2

STN India continues to dazzle with new achievements, impressive milestones and  amazing
recognitions. And, our Network is growing! A huge welcome to Cohort 4 business leaders, who’ve
embarked on their STP this month. We are 200+ Seed India companies now. 

With 3 months left in 2021, why not end it on a high note by going back to Infosys early December to
relive our Immersion Weeks! We are planning a bunch of exciting learning sessions, networking
events and fun activities. The theme for this reunion is ‘Recalibration and Reset’. Will share more
about the schedule and agenda in the coming weeks.



'Pahal Financial Services' was awarded the
DNA- Distinguished NBFC Awards-2021 
for the 'Best Women Customer Engagement
Initiative-WASH

A 'pahal' of all sorts

PURVI BHAVSAR, C3
PAHAL FINANCIAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

Serving from the front

Pahal triggered a CSR project to provide
essentials/food/shelter benefits to the people
affected in the region. 

Furthermore reached approx. 3600 families &
15000 Lives without differentiating between
borrowers and non-borrowers.

Bihar has been a front runner for the organization
when it comes to operations with a client base of
more than 60000 customers. 

The recent floods in the region have brought the
livelihood of the masses to stand still, a large
section has already lost their homes and had to
tap on refugee camps to make their ends meet.

https://www.pahalfinance.com/
https://www.pahalfinance.com/
https://www.pahalfinance.com/


Global Alliances

Maximl is now live in Europe and Latin America, helping industrial
clients improve productivity and safety for their frontline workforce.

Pankaj Pawan, C3
Maximl Labs

MAXIML+
DUPONT
As a global leader in operations
management consulting services, 
DSS has appointed Maximl as a
technology partner to enable enterprise-
wide digitalization for its global clientele.

The world was hers for reading

Vijayshree co-authored her
1st book as a Contributing
author to Dr. Sanjay Rajpal’s
book - 'Patient Centric
Health Care'. 
Where she wrote from a
patient's point of view. 
Here seen at the book
launch event in New Delhi.

Vijayashree
Parameswaran, C1 
Alcor Consultancy

https://maximl.com/announcement/media-coverage/maximl-announces-a-global-strategic-alliance-with-dupont-sustainable-solutions/
https://maximl.com/
https://maximl.com/


Launched  'Percept Cloud Security Platform'
(CSP) which offers AI-based products,
allowing enterprise customers to detect,
protect, prevent and respond to all types of
cyber threats, attacks, and user behaviors. 

Influential Leaders for New India 2021
recognized Sasidhar N Thumuluri as an
Influential Catalyst of Change

Soonicorn Awards organized by Tracxn
recognized Sub-K IMPACT Solutions Limited as

one of the Top Fintech Startups in India

Sasidhar N Thumuluri, C3
Sub-K IMPACT Solutions

Sequretek was
awarded by Analytics
Insight in 
Top 100 Cybersecurity
Startups to Look Out
for in 2021 and 
was also amongst the
top few to be selected
in Meity Chunauti
contest by Software
Technology Parks of
India - STPI.

Pankit Desai, C2
Sequretek

https://subk.co.in/
https://subk.co.in/
https://subk.co.in/
https://subk.co.in/


Freyr Energy was awarded the No. 1 Residential Rooftop Solar
company in Telangana by TSREDCO in the 'Azadi Ka Amrit
Mahotsav' event.

Radhika Choudary, C1
Freyr Energy Services Pvt Ltd

It's Raining Money

Freyr Energy has raised INR 18 crores in equity
funding led by Total Carbon Neutrality Ventures
along with Schneider Electric Energy Access
Asia and C4D Partners. 

Enable
Last Forest's global commitment to meeting the Sustainable
Development Goals of the United Nations is manifested through
its mission of pioneering sustainable living choices by connecting
markets and communities.

The best things in life come in limited
numbers. Choose from their range of raw,
unprocessed and pure honey for better living.

As a special offer for SeedCompanies, Last Forest is extending 20% discount on it's entire range.
Use code: LFESEED, Website: https://lastforest.in/

Mathew John, Last Forest Enterprises

https://freyrenergy.com/
https://freyrenergy.com/
https://freyrenergy.com/
https://lastforest.in/
https://lastforest.in/
https://lastforest.in/
https://lastforest.in/


Dear Friends,

I am excited to announce my next venture 'Happy
Mavens' to build a holistic Go-To-Market Platform
to adopt and thrive in our ever-changing business
landscape.
We all run our respective ventures to fulfill a
specific purpose and sustain lives. Important yes,
but that’s not the news you’d like to hear from me
today and get excited about - but rather, the story
of how the Stanford SEED Network helped me get
here, to where I am today.

My story is ongoing - I hope others have received similar help.  Failures, of course, happen – but,
putting your hand out and lifting up someone who needs it can make all the difference in the world. 
You may provide the perfect inspiration – as Mukund did for me. 
Let's all stand together.

Karthic Ravindranath,
Happy Mavens

30th August 2019 was the day I made the difficult
decision to shutter GoldFarm and move on. This, by
far, was the toughest decision I have ever made. It
was not a strategic decision, my persistence helped
me realize that all doors have closed, and it was time.
It was a swift and tragic decline from $3 Million in
revenue to Zero in less than one year. Yes, I have
missed a blind spot that was brewing, and also, sadly,
100+ employees lost jobs.

I quickly developed “Imposter Syndrome” and being
in that state, I received significant emotional support
from my leadership lab team, Sirish, plus a few other
members, who were constantly in touch with me,
providing the moral support I needed. There was a
large event that helped me achieve a complete
turnaround and why am I now here - I met Mukund
Krishna in New York. 

I was awestruck when I heard

these precious words from him,

“Buddy, I want to help you and

how can I do that?”

He offered a place in his company, like an Entrepreneur-in-Residence, and allowed me to work on and
develop a sales process for the service and product he built. I am not sure if I have articulated it well
enough to explain the impact his offer and that position made in my life.  It’s like the feeling of
someone still believes in you. This opportunity brought me back to emotional stability that is
invaluable. 

SO,  I ’D  L I KE  TO SAY ,

 Thank you, Mukund. 

You made a difference to me, 

to my family, 

to my life.

STRAIGHT
FROM THE
HEART

Power of Network

https://happymavens.com/
https://happymavens.com/
https://happymavens.com/


STN Connect



 
Show some Love! 

Review the podcast to help us grow
& rank higher in podcast algorithms

Need help in a specific area of your
business, like marketing, HR, or business
development? 
A Seed consultant can help you on 
 specific projects that addresses a
challenge you and your business are
facing. 

For more details, visit Workplace
Or contact Hillary Jordan -
hillaryn@stanford.edu
Application deadline: September 19, 2021
APPLY NOW

Masterclass on The Ins & Outs of Mergers &
Acquisitions
Rising from the Ashes: Reflections on Resilient
Leadership

Latest episodes

N E W S  F R O M  S E E D  G L O B A L

annual
survey
Secure access to exclusive Stanford Seed
resources for 2022 that can help grow your
business, including Seed consultants, interns,
the Online Network Directory, and more.

Any chapter that reaches a 75% total member
completion rate will be awarded a $1000 prize
that can be used for chapter programming of
its choice! More prizes and details to come.

LAUNCH DATE: SEP 20, 2021
DUE DATE: OCT 8, 2021

G E T  R E A D Y

Please join us in
welcoming the STP
Class of 2022! They
are also on
Workplace.

 The cohort officially starts on September 2, 2021.
For the first time, we have companies participating
from Bangladesh and Nepal. Going forward, the India
cohort will be referred to as the South Asia cohort. 
This year's South Asia cohort includes 53 companies
and 59 leaders. 

CLASS OF
2022
INDIA COHORT

GRIT & GROWTH
PODCAST
Available on 
Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Amazon Music

https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/grit-growth-podcast
https://stanfordseed.workplace.com/groups/355973305075296
mailto:hillaryn@stanford.edu
https://stanfordseed.force.com/s/login/
mailto:hillaryn@stanford.edu
mailto:hillaryn@stanford.edu
mailto:hillaryn@stanford.edu
mailto:hillaryn@stanford.edu
http://go.seed.stanford.edu/e/884873/dcast-grit-growth-id1562705931/4br34/51877663?h=NU8__VyqwO1b8uBWC5eVnj1JS89QjsbBxtI0EWIV7c0
http://go.seed.stanford.edu/e/884873/show-5At11EX1WPOQ2jfDuykRRa/4br36/51877663?h=NU8__VyqwO1b8uBWC5eVnj1JS89QjsbBxtI0EWIV7c0
https://music.amazon.com/podcasts/e51dd1b0-e7d7-41b2-8faf-9cc69a088b7a/Grit-Growth

